A STORY OF LEADERSHIP

Elena's Note
Today, gender equality in the workplace is the best it’s ever been.
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But, it’s still unequal, especially at leadership levels, and this is also true of the
healthcare industry.
A google search for “CEO pharmaceutical industry” returns a strip headline feature
of 51 executives, of which 3, are women. That’s …. 0.05% Searching “CEO medical
device industry” - and the results are even worse; 17 spotlight features, 0 of these
are women.

Kristen Pressner, Roche
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I became aware of the stark reality of this trend when we won a mandate to recruit a
global VP Quality & Regulatory for a Fortune 500 company. It was striking; in a role
that is quite popular with women at specialist to manager level; amongst executives
in medtech leadership, women are hardly represented.
Why? There have been various studies and debates attempting to explain this;
stereotyping, gender inauthenticity related to certain professions (science and
engineering), social stigma, gender bias, or maybe just less interest in leadership
roles.

Sophie Dutilloy, Alcon
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In 2018, I attended a Gender event at Linkedin's London HQ where they shared
Insights from their Gender Report. This revealed that women approach their job
search completely differently to men:
- Women are more selective (or hesitant?) than men when it comes to applying for a
new role - on average, women will apply to 20% fewer jobs than men.
- Men will apply if they meet 60% of a role’s requirements, women will only apply if
they meet close to 100% of the listed requirements for a role.
- Men ask for more referrals and tend to build bigger relationship networks, helping
them get hired. Women are 26% less likely to ask for a referral.
- Women tend to add more detail than men when it comes to presenting themselves
and their career history on their public profile, whereas men are more prone to only
present the major highlights.

Donielle Johnson, J&J
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From my own research speaking to women in this industry, there are a multitude of
reasons as to why women are a minority in leadership roles.
But the one that stood out the most was when I was told, “there are no role models”.
We’re changing that. In our first ever Exceptional Talent series, we are celebrating
the inspirational stories of some of medtech’s most exceptional women executives.
Find out about their achievements, challenges and advice on pursuing a career in
leadership in the Medtech industry.

ELENA KYRIA
Founder of Elemed
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Heidi Hinrichs, Abbott
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Lena Hagman, Getinge
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LEADERSHIP

"Leaders
should strive
for authenticity
over perfection”.
Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook.
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Kristen
Pressner
Kristen Pressner is Global Head of Human Resources for Roche
Diagnostics and supports nearly 35,000 employees across more than 150
countries worldwide. With over 94,000 employees globally, Roche is the
world’s largest biotech company and the world leader in in-vitro
diagnostics.
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Flip it
to Test it
In 2016, Kristen’s TEDx talk on gender bias sparked debate
across the internet. It featured a simple approach that can
help people test themselves for unconscious bias.

Kristen is passionate about
bringing out the best in
people and she brings a
unique combination of
inspiration, pragmatic
insights and authentic
vulnerability. A senior leader,
speaker and proud mother of
4, she is constantly raising
awareness of and
challenging common
generalisations surrounding
women leaders. Her TEDx
talk and keynote addresses
have gained her
international recognition as
an important voice on the
topic of women in leadership
and unconscious bias.

ANY THINGS TO
WATCH OUT FOR
IN 2019?

WHAT IS
#FLIPITTOTESTIT?
The concept is a simple one: just by mentally switching the gender
in a given scenario – for example, “what if that woman was a
man?”— it’s possible to move from unconscious to conscious
thinking and begin to challenge gender stereotypes.
Where did this idea come from?
The seed for #FlipItToTestIt initially planted in my home. In my
world, traditional gender roles are flipped. My husband stays at
home and cares for our four kids, while I am the “breadwinner”
working outside the home. The kids noticed that our family setup is
different to their friends. People would react differently as soon as
they discovered that Daddy was the stay-at-home parent. Even to
this day, after staying at home for 18 years, people still ask my
husband when he is just planning to go back to work. These types
of reactions sparked my curiosity, so at work I started to flip
situations and ask myself, “How would they react if a woman said
that?” or “What if that were a man, how would people respond?” I
quickly realized that in many cases the response would be
different---or in other words, we might be biased. Once I started, I
began noticing unconscious bias everywhere—including in myself!

The 4th industrial revolution and
digitalization of the med-tech
industry. Agile mindsets and
leadership approaches,
increasing collaboration and cocreation in the workplace are all
hot topics this year!

Now, all across Roche, I hear people using #FlipItToTestIt as a tool
"to identify all different kinds of unconscious bias" (unconscious is
out of place currently) -and shift the discussion from unconscious
to conscious thinking in the workplace.
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DONE IS BETTER THAN PERFECT
What advice do you have for other women
leaders?
Done is better than perfect. Leading up to
my TEDx Talk, I almost quit. I had this vision
of what it would be like, but I also had a lot
of things going on at work and at home and
it honestly wasn’t coming together the way
I wanted. Something had to give.
Just before calling to quit, I happened to
see a video by June Cohen, formerly of the
TED organization. She said the most
common question she was asked was,
“where are all the women speakers?” Her
response? “ In reality, women speakers are
harder to find, more likely to say no, and
more likely to cancel.”
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In that moment, I realized I was about to
become a statistic. So, I decided to not
worry about perfection. Instead, I would
give an ‘80% good’ talk, which was the best
I could do at the time. The night before my
talk, I crashed and burned at dress
rehearsal. But on the day, it all came
together, and I’m really thankful I pushed
myself to do it, because it really has had an
impact, and it might not have had that same
impact if I had refined it that extra 20% yet
lost my opportunity to speak. Now I get to
hold my head up high when I encourage
people to do that thing that’s
uncomfortable, because I’ve been through it
too.
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"JUMP, THEN SORT IT"

As an HR professional and
successful leader, what words
of advice do you have for
women looking to progress
their career?
Jump, then sort it. A lot of
women get offered
opportunities and they end
up in the mental loop of “how
is this going to work?”
because they are not sure
how it's going to fit in their
lives.I almost turned down a
job because I couldn’t see
how I could make the travel
and commute work with 4
small kids. Then I thought:
What would a man do? Most
men I knew would take the
job and then see how they
figure it out. And if they
couldn't figure it out, then
they would probably
negotiate some sort of way to
make it work.
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So when I was offered a job
with 50% travel and a long
commute at the time when
my kids were very young. I
hesitated, but after thinking it
through, I just went for it, and
it worked itself out in ways I
could never have imagined. If
you jump and then sort it,
most of the time, the
situation works itself out. If
you try to sort it first, then
jump, you’ll likely never end
up taking the leap. Also, when
it comes to applying for jobs,
don’t compare yourself
against the list of
requirements. That is
“perfection”. There’s an old
story, Two men were out
camping in the woods, and all
of a sudden they hear a bear.
One man stops to tie his
shoelaces. What are you
doing”, cried his friend, “you’ll
never outrun a bear!”

“No”, replied the man tying
his shoes, “but I don’t need to
outrun the bear, I only need
to outrun YOU! Don’t forget,
you’re not competing with
perfection, (the bear) you’re
competing with other
(fallible) humans. You don’t
need to outrun the bear, you
just need to outrun everybody
else!
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PRESIDENT OF EMEA AT ALCON

ON WORK LIFE
BALANCE…

Sophie
Dutilloy

With an impressive career spanning 24 years in the medical
device industry at some of the world’s most reputable medical
technology companies; JnJ and Abbott, Sophie Dutilloy recently
took the lead as the new President of EMEA at Alcon.
During an interview with Founder of Elemed, Elena Kyria –
Sophie gave us a chance to learn more about the woman behind
the name.

More important than balance is
flow. Life and work don’t need to
be completely separate - they
intertwine. Dedicate time to
something that helps you switch
off, even for a short period of
time. For some people it might
be yoga, sport, spending time
with the kids – for Sophie, it’s
training for a half marathon.
When in senior leadership roles,
you need to find ways to make
‘the career’ and ‘the family’ flow
together. People have different
models on how to do this; for
some it might be; having an au
pair, letting the family help to
raise the kids, or sharing part
time work with your partner. For
Sophie, the traditional roles are
reversed – her husband stays at
home to support the kids. Finally;
dialogue is super important.
Communicate with your family
and let them know what to
expect in advance, “if you see me
tired, stressed, travelling a lot –
it’s not forever, it’s because I’m
investing in a new job right now”.

DEFINING MOMENT?…

"More important than balance is flow"
ON OVERCOMING STRUGGLES…
It’s important to be conscious of the cycles and notice the
patterns when you are struggling. It’s when you struggle that
you learn the most. It’s not about whether you’re having a good
or difficult time. The important thing is the journey, and
ensuring you are continuously moving ahead in the right
direction. Surround yourself with a few people who you can
confide in and bounce off - who know you and you trust. They
will say the few words you need to hear to put you back on the
right track. Always look forward and keep pushing ahead.
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10 years into her career,
Sophie moved from Canada
to the UK and saw an
opportunity to broaden her
skills beyond marketing. It
was there where she met one
of her mentors who saw her
leadership potential in
general management and
encouraged her to go into
sales. As an introvert working
in an extrovert culture; this
was to be one of her greatest
learning curves. With a sense
of adventure and a love for
trying something new,
Sophie jumped into the deep
end, in a commercially
focused role. It was here that
she developed her leadership
style to have ‘impact’ – a
focus she still keeps today.
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HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL
IN A CORPORATE
ENVIRONMENT

ON
MAKING A
CAREER MOVE…

When joining a corporation, people tend
to focus on conforming to the company
and it's culture. To be successful in a
corporate environment; it’s a subtle
blend of conforming and standing out.
Realise what is your unique point – what
makes you different and use it to your
advantage.

Look for opportunities that are stretching,
to help you continuously learn.
Ask yourself - Will you regret it? Then take
the chance! Women generally tend to be
focused on the risk, on the “what if it
doesn’t work out”. Focus on what you will
learn, recognize the opportunity and go for
it! If you need support, talk to your
company about ways that they can
accommodate. Have an open conversation
with whoever's in your life, like your family
or your partner on the effect the leadership
role will have on your relationship. One of
the greatest pieces of advice ever received?
“you will be working 30-40 years. You don’t
have to move up so quickly. Move sideways.
Life is a journey – enjoy it!”

Don’t be afraid to challenge the status
quo.
Leave things in a different state after
you’ve been there and try to make a
unique impact. Always make time for the
people, team, customers, not only the
processes.
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DONIELLE
JOHNSON
Donielle Johnson is the Head of
Regulatory Affairs for EMEA and
Canada at Johnson & Johnson. In this
role, she leads the creation and
execution of Regulatory strategy
within EMEA and Canada. She also
represents J&J in various internal and
external forums with regulatory
bodies, health authorities and trade
associations. Donielle has also held
several roles with increasing
responsibilities at medical device
companies such as Medtronic,
Philipps and Abbott Vascular.
With a background in science (BS in
Chemistry from Howard University and
MS in Microbiology from the
University of Southern California)
Donielle always wanted to work in HIV
research, but –landed in the medical
device industry “by accident”
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– through a connection she met at
Church working at Medtronic. There,
she rose through several positions of
increasing responsibility, making
significant contributions in authoring
technical files, design dossiers,
strategy development and clinical
evidence reports to obtain CE Mark
and FDA Pre-market approvals for
new products. Her career has since
panned several countries including
the U.S, Japan, and the Netherlands
where she currently resides.
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RULES FOR
GETTING A BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Be intentional on the
people you choose. They
should be people you
already have a
relationship with, that
you admire based on
certain qualities they
have, or something they
do very well that you
want to learn from.
Find people you trust to
be honest with you, to
tell you not what you
want to hear, but what
you need to hear.
Take initiative. Respect
their time – list out key
topics you want to
discuss, be on time, wrap
up on time.
Listen. Absorb. Be open
to feedback.
Don’t worry about being
“vulnerable".
If you don't know the
answer, don't be afraid
to ask the question!
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ON PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
"We are like flowers if we're not growing, we are
dying".
We are like flowers if we're not growing, we are dying. You
should continue to invest not only in your subject matter
expertise but also in your soft skills. Be aware of your
weaknesses – mine is my “poker face”. If you can - get an
executive coach; even if you’re not at executive level. There
is so much you can learn to help you get to the next stage.
Get a mentor and a sponsor (and know the difference!). A
Mentor is someone who can help guide you on your
journey. A Sponsor is a senior person who is in the room
when you are not in the room, speaking on your behalf.
A piece of advice we love: Get a board of directors. Donielle
developed the idea for this by chance – where she got
chatting with some senior executives at a party about
getting some advice on whether or not to take an expat
assignment. The idea caught on, and 8 years later, they still
meet once a quarter to share on experiences and give
advice on everything; career, work/life balance and more!
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ON
WORK
LIFE
BALACE

On ‘The Career’
We spend more time at work than at home
– make sure you do something that fulfills
you. After school - why not take a gap year
to find what you are passionate about?
Once in work, focus on becoming a master
of what you do and don’t rush. During your
first year, sit back, absorb the work culture.
Observe, be a student. Ask yourself a few
questions like where do you see yourself in
a few years? In this role are there programs
that cater to your needs? Are there any
employee resource groups that you can
join? Is there someone you would want to
approach as a mentor? Finally, enjoy the
journey – not just the end result.

Biggest challenge?
2017 was probably the hardest in my career
to date. Being fast tracked from senior
manager to senior director and inheriting a
team that I didn’t build myself… and where
some of the employees were older than
me - this was challenging. But, I reshaped
the group, built strong individual
relationships and now we have a great,
supportive team.

Favourite motivators: Michelle Obama.
Podcast. Ted Talks. Hot yoga.

On work life balance
Don’t slice yourself in too many pieces.
Surround yourself with good people and
people that fit your vision. Take time for
yourself - Exhale and step away. Put down
the laptop, pick up a book and take a
vacation.
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LEADERSHIP

“Do what you love
and success will
follow. Passion is the
fuel behind a
successful career.”
Meg Whitman
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HEIDI
HINRICHS
HEIDI IS THE DIVISIONAL VICE
PRESIDENT GLOBAL CLINICAL AND
REGULATORY AFFAIRS CARDIAC
RHYTHM MANAGEMENT AT ABBOTT –
PREVIOUSLY ST JUDE MEDICAL.

HER STORY
As a results driven person, Heidi has set
goals for herself. In High School, Heidi read
an article in Newsweek about a totally
implantable artificial heart. The article was
so inspiring; she decided that she wanted
“to work on the artificial heart”. This
decision took her down a path of becoming
a biomedical engineer, and in grad school –
she accomplished her goal and worked on
the totally implantable artificial heart. After
joining St Jude in 2005 – Heidi had the
chance to meet the VP Clinical/Regulatory.
When asked about her career goals in 10
years – she replied, “I want your job.” In
2012, she was promoted to VP Clinical
studies, and in 2017, she became Divisional
VP Clinical Affairs for the Cardiac
Arrhythmias and Heart Failure business unit
at Abbott. Alongside her executive
leadership role, Heidi is also the executive
sponsor for the Sylmar Women Leaders of
Abbott Women chapter in California – an
internal program aimed at ensuring
diversity in the workplace.
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Heidi has a personal interest in developing and
inspiring women leaders and women in
science, something she is hugely passionate
about. For Heidi, working for an employer that
develops female leaders and finds ways to
foster development and growth is important,
and that approach is certainly a priority for
Abbott. In her interview with Elemed’s founder,
Elena Kyria – Heidi shares with us her insights
on leadership, personal growth and her most
defining moment.
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"To be successful in a global environment it’s
important to be able to adapt to change".
Biggest career challenge?

On Working in a global environment…

Even though being a woman in a male
dominated field can sometimes feel like
a challenge, the biggest challenge in
my career was leading a team that was
older and more experienced than me. I
quickly learned that I needed to build
trust, show respect for their
experiences, leverage my technical
expertise and demonstrate support for
the team’s success and each person’s
development.

To be successful in a global
environment it’s important to be able
to adapt to change. Innovate regardless
of your role – this is incredibly
important. Sometimes, when working
for a US company, it is too easy to have
a “US –Focused mindset”. Be sensitive
to cultures, and beliefs, and bias –
consider how you might view people,
and how people might view you. Think
globally, every country has it’s own
voice, and it’s important to actively
listen to partners in other countries.
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BE AUTHENTIC
ON CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT…

MOST DEFINING MOMENT?

BIGGEST
INSPIRATION?

ON
LEADERSHIP ...

John F Kennedy - for the way he
set vision with “we will put a man
on the moon”.
Martin Luther King, ability to
overcome challenges, being a
leader who had hope, vision and
who inspired people all over the
world.

Be authentic and don’t try to be
somebody you are not. When
you're authentic, you're not afraid
of being vulnerable, humble or
able to say “I don’t know but I’ll
find out for you” – those traits will
take you a lot further with
people.
Hold your team accountable by
getting to know what they want,
so you can hold them
accountable for their work and
their performance. Doing this
consistently across the board will
make them respect you more and
they will want to be part of your
team’s success.

As a field clinical engineer, Heidi
would travel all over Canada, in
It’s important to constantly work particular to Calgary where she
on yourself as development is an would visit the commercial team
ongoing process. Start by
who were home based. One of
identifying your own strengths
the team had 2 children – and
and weaknesses. Then there are a one of them was a young girl.
number of different ways to
Heidi would often talk to her
improve. Work together with your about Science, Technology and
line manager and the other
her degree in biomedical
individuals and look for an
engineering. Years later, and out
employee development program of the blue, Heidi received an
or training course. For a new
amazing email from a college
perspective - try working with an student. It was the little girl! She
executive coach. Another great
had been so inspired by Heidi
way is to watch other leaders
that she pursued a career in
around you. Set up time to sit
engineering. It was here Heidi
down with them to talk about the realized the power and passion
trait that you really admire in
she had for impacting people’s
them. We love this tip!
lives.
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LENA
HAGMAN
Lena Hagman is the Executive
Vice President of Quality and
Regulatory Compliance at
Getinge. She has close to 900
individuals in the quality and
regulatory team globally.
Alongside this responsibility,
she is also General Manager for
Getinge Cardiopulmanory, and
leads a group of approximately
2000 people globally.

With a background in Chemistry
and Textile Engineering, Lena
started in the Medtech Industry
at the age of 19, fascinated by
the prospect of making things
better for people in the future.
Not a typical “career person”,
Lena has grown into leadership
in an organic and authentic
way.
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Family
or
Career?
"You shouldn’t feel that you have to decide
between the two"

On ‘Career vs Family’
You shouldn’t feel that you
have to decide between the
two. If you have a partner,
it’s a joint decision and it’s
about striking a balance and
ensuring the role can fit
around your personal life as
much as possible. When I
had just had my youngest
son, I was given an
opportunity with a role that
required travel of over
300km in one direction. The
risk was that I’d spend more
time away from home. On
the other hand, my husband
was very supportive and took
a leadership role that didn’t
require a huge amount of
travel, and was able to be
there and support our
children.
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Sacrifice is not dependent on
being a woman or a man, it’s
a joint effort that the family
needs to take. Society
dictates that it always should
be the mother with the child.
Actually to me, it’s important
that one parent is available
to spend time with the kids,
it doesn’t matter if it’s mum
or dad. If you don’t have a
partner to help, there are
still options to strike a good
balance, like childcare or
having support from the
family network.
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"PEOPLE LIKE TO BE SEEN,
HEARD AND DEVELOPED"
On Leadership
There is a big difference between a leader and
a manager. To be a leader you need to enjoy
and like people. People like to be seen, heard
and developed. For me, the biggest success in
leadership is to develop the team until you
aren’t needed anymore. If you listen, you can
learn. I always develop and learn from and
through my team.
Leadership is very much about trust. When
you become a leader, it's not as much about
yourself anymore. If you are a leader or would
like to be a good leader, you need to be
prepared to jump on opportunities that you'd
probably never thought that you could do and
go outside your comfort zone.

On Career Growth
It is extremely important to be surrounded by
good teams and to have a good manager or
leader that can see your potential or is willing
to invest in you. Be open to do different things.
Even if it’s not a classic step up, ask yourselfdoes it broaden my scope? Can I make a
difference? ‘Bad things’ are opportunities and
possibilities to take things into another
direction. Don’t be afraid to take risks, because
very often, that is where the opportunities
lie.In quality and regulatory, our job is to
mitigate risks and be proactive. I see risk as a
good thing because often it helps you find
new ways of dealing with challenges. It’s not
something that holds you back, but actually it
helps you grow.

On Reflection
The piece of advice I’d give to my 18 year old
self would be; be more patient and focus on
learning who you are. Sometimes you need to
stop and look back and when you do, you
realise what you’ve done and how far you’ve
come.
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LEADERSHIP

Courage doesn’t
always roar.
Sometimes courage is
the quiet voice at the
end of the day saying,
“I will try again
tomorrow.”
Mary Anne Radmacher
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